Biomedical Imaging Unit, Level B, Laboratory and Pathology Block, UHS.

The BIU is located on level B of the Laboratory and Pathology Block towards the western side of the UHS site (north is to the right on the map below). We are not easy to find!

If you are unfamiliar with the UHS site, we suggest that you report to the reception desk inside the main entrance and ask them to ring us on x3382 / 4807 / 4815 so that we can come and collect you.

If you are feeling brave, go through the "shopping mall" in the main entrance (level C), turn right at the end of the mall, pass through the lift lobby and take the first corridor on your left (signed for South Academic Block). Walk about 50m along this corridor until it opens out as a lift lobby on your RHS. Take the lift or stairs down one level to the Level B lift lobby. There is a locked door in the corner of the lobby next to the WCs. The keycode is 1422. Enter the corridor behind the door. The BIU is accessed through the door at the far RH end of this corridor. If you get lost, ring us on 02381 203382 / 4807 / 4815.